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The Make-A-Wish foundation is an extraordinary organization granting wishes to children ages 3-18 who have 

life-threatening illnesses. The wishes are not only to make a child smile, but to prove that anything is possible and 

to motivate the child to continue fighting against their disease. 

Make-A-Wish Israel was founded in 1996 and since then has fulfilled 4,000 wishes. A wish can be to travel 

somewhere, to get something, to meet someone, or to be someone for a day.

Sarine granted two wishes to two special children, Arian and Yonatan. 

Two groups at Sarine participated in workshops to plan and carry out the wishes.

After weeks of organizing, two children had their wishes come true!

THE MAKE-A-WISH FOUNDATION



Team Arian 

Arian is a lovely 14 year old girl who wished to fly high in the sky 
and feel free as a bird. Arian’s team was thrilled to fulfill her wish 
with tandem paragliding!

SARINE WORKSHOP GROUPS

Yonatan is an amazing 13-year-old boy whose wish was to 
participate in extreme sports. The team made his wish come 
true by taking him on a two-day adventure he’ll never forget!

Team Yonatan



The wish began with a teaser – a lovely cake made by a professional baker, designed with an ocean scene, because of 
Arian’s love of the ocean.

Her wish day began with a tasty picnic basket full of delicious foods, because 
every adventure needs to start with a good breakfast! 

ARIAN’S DAY



The team met Arian, her parents, and the paragliding guide in the north 
near mount Kamun. The paragliding started 400 meters above the ground, 
but the parachute went up very high, as Arian had wished! After 30 minutes 
in the air, Arian and the guide landed safely, and the team gave Arian and 
her family a voucher for a spa in Hamat Gader for relaxation and family 
time.

ARIAN’S WISH DAY



Prior to wish day, the group went to Yonatan’s home to install a computer with 10 video games. Each of his family 
members also received T-shirts with his superhero comics on them, since Yonatan absolutely loves comics.

YONATAN’S WISH DAY



On wish day, the group met Yonatan and his 
family at the racetrack, where they all drove 
racecars around the track. Afterwards, they 
drove to an off-roading trip in Jeeps. 

YONATAN’S WISH DAY



From there, they went to eat a family meal near the Dead Sea. They then went to 
Jerusalem to a hotel where they watched a show while eating and drinking together, 
followed by a meat restaurant for a family meal. The next day, they went go-karting and 
then went to an aquarium. 

YONATAN’S WISH DAY



SARINE IS HONORED TO HAVE MADE 
TWO CHILDREN’S WISHES COME TRUE 
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